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When modeling medium and long-term challenges we need a reference path of 
economic development (the so-called baseline). Because sectoral models often offer a 
more fundamental understanding of future developments for specific sectors, many 
CGE modeling teams have adopted approaches for linking their models to sectoral 
models to generate baselines. Linked models include agricultural sector, energy 
sector, biophysical and macroeconomic models. We systematically compare and 
discuss approaches of linking CGE models to sectoral models for the baseline 
calibration procedure and discuss challenges and best practices. We identify 
different types of linking approaches which we divide into a) one-way, and b) two-
way linking. These two types of linking approaches are then analyzed with respect 
to the degree of consistency of the linkage, information exchanged, as well as 
compromises in aggregations and definitions. Based on our assessment, we discuss 
challenges and conclude with suggestions for best practices and research 
recommendations. 
JEL codes: C68, D58. 
Keywords: Computable general equilibrium models; Model linking baseline 
scenario; Partial equilibrium model.  
1. Introduction 
Computable general equilibrium (CGE) models are widely applied in economic 
analysis to analyze feedback effects of policy measures across sectors and regions. 
They are also used to capture impacts of trends such as population growth, 
changes in productivity, and preference changes such as those linked to climate 
change or energy transition. Especially for global multi-regional CGE models, 
their ability to address repercussions across sectors and regions comes at the cost 
of less sectoral detail compared to partial equilibrium (PE) models. Furthermore, 
CGE models focus on market variables, but do not explicitly represent biophysical 
processes surrounding climate, energy transformation, land use, crop growth, 
human and animal diets, or interactions with the environment such as emissions, 
ground water abstraction or other resource depletion captured in more detailed 
models. Additionally, sectoral-focused models often control for mass, energy, or 
nutrient balances or consider bio-physical limits (e.g. limits to crop yields or to 
energy efficiency of processes) (e.g. Després et al., 2018). Linking CGE to sectoral 
models thus provides additional quality assurance and credibility of CGE-based 
assessment by more robust sectoral foundations and additional dimensionality 
(explicit technologies, time and spatial resolution, biophysical constraints, etc.), as 
well as better reflecting the specific domain knowledge of the teams involved in 
sectoral models and sectoral baseline construction. This knowledge feeds not only 
into decisions on appropriate model structure, data sources and parameterization, 
but also allows for plausibility assessments of detailed results beyond what CGE 
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modelers could provide. This includes more informed judgement about potential 
development of future policies and various trends, for instance with regard to 
partial productivities or preferences. Here, sectoral models often rely on more 
detailed biophysical modeling exercises or assessments such as climate change 
impacts on productivities or future changes in primary factor availability (e.g. 
irrigation water and crop land in the case of agriculture). Model linking has thus 
become a way to address caveats of CGE models in baseline construction and 
beyond.  
Few papers have attempted to demonstrate in quantitative terms the limits of 
standalone CGE models and the benefits of model linking. Kaya et al. (2017) 
quantify how applying constant elasticity of substitution (CES) functions in CGE 
models for the substitution of technical factor inputs fails to match historically 
observed patterns in energy transition dynamics and call for linking to physical 
modeling. Other papers quantify at the national level the outcome gaps between 
standalone and linked CGE models that reflect erroneous or limited sectoral 
representations in standalone CGE models. For instance, Krook-Riekkola et al. 
(2017) show that linking a CGE model to an energy model for baseline projections 
in Sweden results in significant change in the structure of the economy and energy 
use compared to standalone CGE projections. Further, differences in substitution 
possibilities for energy sectors and energy-intensive industries between the CGE 
and the linked model lead to considerably different production costs, energy use 
and broader economic structural change. Similar studies can be found for climate 
policy analysis beyond baselines (Fujimori et al., 2019, Lanz and Rausch, 2011). 
They show that standalone CGE models can significantly over- or underestimate 
macroeconomic mitigation costs compared to linked approaches that better reflect 
“real-world” substitution possibilities. Another example is a study by Britz and 
Hertel (2011) who compare a standalone CGE simulation of global land use and 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emission impacts due to EU biofuel mandates with a linked 
agricultural PE-CGE1 simulation that is deemed to offer a more accurate 
representation of EU supply responses. They conclude that the standalone CGE 
results overestimate GHG emission impacts by nearly 20 percent. 
For these reasons, CGE modeling teams focusing on long-term developments 
have adopted different kinds of linking approaches with different model types for 
baseline generation (see Section 2). Most CGE linkages are with PE models for 
agricultural and energy sectors. Given that both CGE and PE models can only 
capture impacts of policies or other exogenous factors through market 
interactions, some CGE models are linked with biophysical models such as crop 
growth models or simple climate models to capture impacts of climate or other 
ecological processes. Some rely on linkages to both PE and biophysical models. 
Some others are linked to a macro model to calibrate macroeconomic projections. 
 
1 See section 2 below for an outline of the linkage approach adopted in this study. 
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CGE models can also be embedded into a larger integrated assessment modeling 
framework consisting of several models (e.g. Crespo del Granado et al., 2018). 
However, the rapidly growing number of linking approaches and their variety 
makes it difficult to compare and qualify them. Previous modeling comparison 
initiatives such as the Agricultural Model Intercomparison and Improvement 
Project (AgMIP) (von Lampe et al., 2014) and the Energy Modeling Forum (EMF) 
projects (Weyant and Kriegler, 2014) have shown that comparative assessments of 
results from different models requires an understanding of underlying 
assumptions and drivers. In this spirit, a workshop co-organized by the Global 
Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) in January 2018 had the objective to contrast and 
compare the different strategies across modeling teams in baseline development. 
One of the outcomes of this workshop was the observation that linking approaches 
vary considerably from, for instance, solely using selected variables projected by 
one model as inputs into another to a full integration between multiple models 
(Dellink et al., this issue). 
In this paper, we systematically compare and discuss approaches of linking 
CGE models for baseline generation, and discuss challenges and best practices. We 
first identify different types of linking approaches which we divide into one-way 
and two-way linking. These two types of linking approaches are then reviewed 
with respect to the degree of consistency between linked variables, information 
exchanged (e.g., prices, volumes, values, land availability), and compromises in 
aggregations and definitions. Based on this, we discuss challenges and conclude 
with suggestions for best practices and research recommendations. 
2. Review of model linking approaches 
Two general approaches can be distinguished in model linking (see Figure 1). 
In a one-way linkage, outputs from one model serve as exogenous parameters or 
variables in another model. The one-way linkage with CGE models can be bottom-
up or top-down. Top-down links from a CGE to a PE or other type of model 
typically relate to endogenous variables generated by the CGE model that are then 
treated as exogenous to the more disaggregated model to which it is being linked, 
either on the input side (e.g. prices of primary factors or goods) or on the output 
side (e.g. demand). In this paper we concentrate on bottom-up links. Simple 
bottom-up links from PE to CGE models usually imply some productivity or 
preference shifts to line up CGE results to PE results without changing functional 
forms or elasticities. Consistency is generally not achieved in the case of one-way 
linking when the models share endogenous variables (Britz et al., 2012). 
Conversely, a two-way linkage takes into account the feedback between models 
to reach better convergence of overlapping variables. As exemplified for CGE-PE 
energy model linking in Figure 1, the energy supply structure and cost from a PE 
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energy model is used to inform a CGE model to modify the energy demand 
structure in the CGE model that is fed back into the energy supply model. 
Therefore the two-way linkage provides better convergence between the linked 
models for both energy supply and demand variables. Both one- and two-way 
linkages can be improved by moving from point calibration to the integration of 
response surfaces. This might require changes in functional forms or 
parameterization or even introducing new functional relation in models. 
The literature sometimes distinguishes between soft and hard linkages, albeit 
with different connotations: Wene (1996) focuses on the technical link by 
distinguishing between data exchanges controlled by model users versus 
computer programs. If the same data are exchanged between linked models, this 
should not affect the solution computed.2 A two-way linkage in recursive-dynamic 
baseline construction implies exchanging information between the two models in 
between solution points (see Figure 1) and therefore renders a hard-link likely. 
Overall, the importance of information technology (IT) issues in model linkage is 
decreasing as modern software packages used for modeling (e.g. R, MATrix 
LABoratory (MATLAB), General Equilibrium Modelling Package (GEMPACK) or 
Generalized Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS)) provide tools for format 
conversion and/or application programming interfaces to ease model interfacing. 
Alternatively, some scholars refer to hard linking when the linked models are 
solved simultaneously as opposed to iterative runs with data exchanges towards 
convergence (e.g.  Krook-Riekkola et al., 2017). However, Böhringer and 
Rutherford (2008, 2009) show that in some cases the same mathematical problem 
can be solved by either iterative or simultaneous solving of the linked models to 
achieve identical final outcomes. 
Under both definitions, soft and hard linkage can hence lead to identical results. 
With regard to numerical results, what actually matters is the degree of 
convergence of the overlapping variables between the two-way linked models in 
the computed solution, whatever the method used to compute the combined 
solution. Perfect consistency and convergence of overlapping variables is a specific 
case of model linking where one model is fully integrated in another model. Such 
approaches (see also appendix) have mainly been developed in national / sub-
national energy context and for specific purpose (Böhringer, 1998; Böhringer and 
Rutherford, 2008; Lanz and Rausch, 2011). An intermediate case provides the 
response surface approach mentioned above. 
 
2 For instance (Krook-Riekkola et al., 2017) perform a soft-linkage whereas (Helgesen et al., 
2018) perform a hard-linkage under this definition, but both studies carry-out similar data 
exchange and feed-back between a CGE and a PE energy model  
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Figure 1: Overview on PE-CGE linking approaches 
Source: Authors construction. 
In comparative static analysis, two-way linkages might require an iterative 
procedure that involves solving both models multiple times; a process called 
sequential calibration (Britz 2008; Jansson and Britz, 2010; see also the discussion 
below). The CGE models discussed here for baseline construction are all recursive-
dynamic ones such that a two-way linkage can be integrated in the step-wise 
solution process over time as indicated in Figure 1, where for each simulated time 
point, information is exchanged between the two models in both directions. 
Model linkage typically involves scale changes in multiple dimensions. PE or 
other types of economic models and CGE models typically work with a yearly 
temporal resolution or at least summarizes results to calendar years such that no 
temporal scale changes are necessary, while biophysical models such as crop 
growth models work on finer time scales. Likewise, energy system models might 
operate on sub-annual time steps. Here some aggregator function might be needed 
to pass information to a CGE model. Scale changes on the spatial domain for 
between different economic models are in most cases also not demanding as most 
PE and CGE models provide results at the level of countries or group of countries. 
If country groupings do not match, some proportioning is required, often using a 
benchmark share of nations. We found only a few cases where information was 
passed bottom-up between sub-national layers in sectoral or biophysical models 
and CGE models in baseline construction. 
Scale changes in the sector or product as well as item domain are more frequent 
and typically more demanding as models focused on sectors such as energy or 
agri-food typically use physical units for quantity variables (supply, different 
demand categories, resource use, partial productivity such as crop yields) whereas 
CGE models use volumes, and can be based on different accounting concepts. For 
example, market balances and bi-lateral trade for agricultural products reported 
by the United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) are the most 
frequently used global data source in agri-food models and are based on the 
concept of so-called “primary product equivalent” such that what is reported as 
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food or feed demand of wheat aggregates over the value chain involved in wheat 
use. This does not fit well with the input-output accounting of CGE models. We 
will discuss such challenges involved in more detail in the sub-sections. 
Table 1 provides examples of recent applications relying on linkages between 
CGE and sectoral models with a focus on global CGE models. These approaches 
as well as implications of alternative methods for linking models will be discussed 
in the following subsections. 
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Table 1. Selected applications linking CGE and sectoral models. 
Linkage 
type 
CGE model name Linked model name Linked model 
type 
Linkage approach Publication(s) 
One-way 
linkage 
Applied Dynamic Analysis of the 
Global Economy (ADAGE) 
Forest and Agricultural 
Sector Optimization 
Model with Greenhouse 
Gases (FASOM-GHG); 
Integrated Planning 
Model (IPM) 
Agricultural 
sector PE model; 
Energy sector PE 
model 
Bottom-up: Incorporation of GHG offset supply curve into ADAGE. Top-
down: ADAGE projections of CO2 allowance prices and percent change in 
electricity demand are passed to IPM   
EPA, 2008 
Beach et al. 2010 
Cai et al., 2018 
 ADAGE* FASOM-GHG Agricultural 
sector PE model 
Bottom-up: Adjustment of agricultural productivities based on 
agricultural yield projections  
Ross et al., 2009 
 Environment and Climate 
Change Canada Multi-Sector 
Multi-Region CGE Model (EC-
MSMR)* 
Energy-Emissions-
Economy Model for 
Canada (E3MC) (applied 
for Canada only) 
Energy sector PE 
model 
Bottom-up: Incorporation of gross domestic product (GDP), population, 
energy flows, and energy efficiency improvements from E3MC into EC-
MSMR for the Canada region of the model. 
Zhu et al., 2018 
 ENV-Linkages International Model for 
Policy Analysis of 
Agricultural Commodities 
and Trade (IMPACT); 
IIASA GLOBIOM; IEA 
World Energy Model 
(WEM); ENV-Growth 
Agricultural 
sector PE model; 
Energy sector PE 
model; 
Macroeconomic 
model 
Bottom-up:  Macroeconomic projections are taken from the ENV-Growth 
Model and entirely reproduced in the CGE model (see Fouré et al., same 
issue) 
Energy system: Energy demands, supply and policies are taken from the 
WEM model (IEA “CPS scenario”), energy demands are calibrated 
through changes in autonomous energy efficiency, energy supply through 
sectoral TFP, evolution of energy prices is mimicked by altering energy 
supply elasticities. 
Agriculture: Food and feed demands, crops and land supply are taken 
from IMPACT model, demands are calibrated through changes in 
preference parameters. Land supply is fixed in the baseline to the 
IMPACT values, crop supply is calibrated through TFP. IMPACT 
elasticities are used to calibrated CET-parameters in the CGE model. 
 
Chateau et al., 
2014a 
Chateau et al., 
2014b 
 GLOBE 
 
International Model for 
Policy Analysis of 
Agricultural Commodities 
and Trade  (IMPACT) 
 
Agricultural 
sector PE model 
 
Bottom-up: GLOBE is calibrated to several exogenous drivers of IMPACT 
by changing labor productivity, TFP in agriculture to match GDP and 
producer prices in agriculture.  
Ringler et al., 2016 
Willenbockel et 
al., 2018 
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Linkage 
type 
CGE model name Linked model name Linked model 
type 
Linkage approach Publication(s) 
 Global Trade Analysis Project 
(GTAP) 
Common Agricultural 
Policy Regionalised 
Impact (CAPRI) 
Agricultural 
sector PE model 
Bottom-up: GTAP production functions replaced by a dual revenue 
function parameterized to capture price response of aggregate farm 
models at European Union level; GTAP price changes afterwards passed 
to supply models as exogenous changes in prices 
Britz and Hertel, 
2011; Pelikan et al. 
2015 
 Global Trade Analysis Project - 
Agriculture (GTAP-AGR) 
European Simulation 
Model (ESIM) 
Agricultural 
sector PE model 
Top-down: Changes in import prices of agricultural commodities 
simulated in GTAP-AGR as exogenous inputs to ESIM 
Henseler et al., 
2013 
 Join Research Centre General 
Equilibirum Model for 
Economcy – Energy – 
Environment (JRC-GEM-E3) 
Prospective Outlook on 
Long-term Energy 
Systems (POLES) and 
Price-Induced Market 
Equilibrium System 
(PRIMES) 
Energy sector PE 
models 
Bottom-up: Energy model balances by fuel, sector, and region from 
POLES and PRIMES are mapped into JRC-GEM-E3 to reproduce energy 
balances in volumes as well as monetary values 
Rey Los Santos et 
al., 2018 
 Modular Applied GeNeral 
Equilibrium Tool (MAGNET) 
Worldwide Agribusiness 
Linkage Program  
(AGLINK) 
Agricultural 
sector PE model 
Bottom-up: Projections of production changes and trade balances from 
AGLINK are incorporated into MAGNET  by adjusting three parameters: 
armington elasticities, technical change, and sectoral productivity  
Boulanger et al., 
2016 
 MAGNET CAPRI Agricultural 
sector PE model 
Bottom-up: Projections of agricultural commodity production from 
CAPRI are used to calculate and apply shocks in MAGNET that will 
mimic CAPRI production levels 
Phillipidis et al., 
2017 
 Modelling International 
Relationships in Applied General 
Equilibrium-Biofuels (MIRAGE-
BioF)* 
Agricultural Supply 
Model for Micro-economic 
policy Analysis (ASMMA) 
for France 
Farm-based 
microeconomic 
supply model 
Top-down: Relative price changes simulated using MIRAGE-BioF were 
passed to ASMMA to model farm-level reactions to an exogenous change 
in prices 
Louhichi and 
Valin, 2012 
 MIRAGE - Energy (MIRAGE-e) Macroeconometrics of the 
Global Economy (MaGE) 
Econometrically 
estimated long-
run growth 
model 
Bottom-up: Projections of current accounts imbalances, energy 
productivity, population growth, and regional GDP from MaGE are used 
to define exogenous values in MIRAGE-e 
Fontagné et al., 
2013 
 Total Economy Assessment 
(TEA) 
COmputable Framework 
For Energy and the 
Environment (COFFEE) 
Energy sector PE 
model 
Bottom-up: Projections of autonomous energy efficiency improvements, 
share of power generation by technology, energy trends, and GHG 
emissions from COFFEE are incorporated into TEA 
Cunha et al., 2020 
Two-way 
linkage 
Dynamic Applied Regional 
Trade (DART) 
 
Processes of Radiation, 
Mass and Energy Transfer 
(PROMET) 
 
Crop model 
 
Marginal profit functions of crops to land from DART and potential 
ecological yields are used to re-allocate sample points used in the crop 
model to generate agro-economic yields by agro-ecological zone (AEZ) 
for two climate scenarios. Resulting yields are used to change the land 
Mauser et al., 
2015, Delzeit et al., 
2018 
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Linkage 
type 
CGE model name Linked model name Linked model 
type 
Linkage approach Publication(s) 
productivity in the CGE model which results in new marginal profit 
functions of crops, a new re-allocation, and so on.  
 ENVironmental Impact and 
Sustainability Applied General 
Equilibrium (ENVISAGE) 
Global Agriculture 
Perspectives System 
(GAPS) 
Agricultural 
sector PE model 
 
Point calibration of multiple parameters: macroeconomic information 
(GDP, share of agricultural sector on GDP, total GHG emissions), of 
ENVISAGE passed to GAPS. ENVISAGE is conditioned to the GAPS 
agricultural productivity, agricultural output and emissions from crops 
and livestock per scenario.  
FAO, 2017 
 GTAP CAPRI Agricultural 
sector PE model 
Sequential calibration between CAPRI and GTAP until reaching 
convergence.  
Jansson and Britz, 
2010 
 IMACLIM-R Several PEs Energy, transport 
sector PE models 
Time recursive linking: the CGE model passes information about prices 
and sectoral demands at time t to PE models which compute and pass 
energy intensities and fuel mixes to the CGE model for computation at 
time t+1 
Waisman et al., 
2012 
 MAGNET AGMEMOD; Global 
Biosphere Management 
Model (GLOBIOM) 
Agricultural 
sector PE models 
Agricultural yields projected by GLOBIOM and agricultural production 
projected by AGMEMOD are incorporated into MAGNET, while trade 
outcomes simulated by MAGNET are fed back into AGMEMOD. 
Wolf et al., 2016 
 
 MAGNET Land Simulation to 
Harmonize and Integrate 
Freshwater Availability 
and the Terrestrial 
Environment 
(LandSHIFT); 
BioENergy SImulation 
Model (BENSIM) 
Land use change 
PE model; 
Bioenergy PE 
model 
Production from MAGNET enters LandSHIFT and yields from 
LandSHIFT are fed to MAGNET. Prices from MAGNET enter BENSIM 
and biofuel supply from BENSIM are fed to MAGNET. 
Thrän et al., 2016 
Notes: In general, these studies conducted comparisons of the assumptions and outputs across the multiple models being used and made 
adjustments accordingly to increase consistency between the models, though the extent to which assumptions were harmonized and models 
were calibrated to be consistent varies across studies. In this table, we focus on the linkage approach and information passed between models.  
* These are links to national models, see Appendix for details 
Source: Author review of relevant literature.
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2.1 One-way linkage 
This section details several examples of one-way coupled models, which we 
grouped thematically into agricultural, energy, and macroeconomic linkages. 
One-way linkage is the most common linking approach and some models are even 
linked to multiple sector models to calibrate global CGE models to the baseline 
path of more detailed PE models. We provide here only an overview on the 
approach and return to a discussion of the methodological challenges involved in 
a later section. 
2.1.1 Examples of agriculture and food system linking  
This section elaborates on several examples of one-way baseline linking on 
agricultural and food systems.  
ENV-Linkages is a CGE model developed and run at the OECD (Chateau et al., 
2014a) and uses two PE models for the baseline calibration of its agricultural sector 
in bottom-up manner. While livestock feed efficiencies are obtained from the 
GLOBIOM model (Havlik et al., 2014), the general calibration of the ENV-Linkages 
agriculture system is based on the agricultural and food projections from the 
International Food Policy Research Institute’s (IFPRI’s) IMPACT V.3. model 
(Robinson et al., 2015). To link the two models, the nesting of crop land supply 
across agricultural activities in ENV-Linkages is adjusted to fit with IMPACT’s 
elasticities of land supply by crops. In a second step, several parameters of the 
CGE model are calibrated to the IMPACT projections: (i) floor levels of per capita 
consumption for agriculture and food products are aligned to reproduce 
household demand of IMPACT, (ii) exogenous land efficiency from IMPACT 
(including the impact of climate change on these efficiency parameters) is imposed 
on ENV-Linkages and, (iii) total factor productivity for crops is adjusted to 
reproduce each regional share of crop production in world total production.  
IFPRI performs a similar linking approach between the GLOBE CGE model 
(Ringler et al., 2016; Willenbockel et al., 2018) and the IMPACT model (Robinson 
et al., 2015). The starting point is a dynamic baseline scenario simulation generated 
by the IMPACT model. The IMPACT baseline paths for several exogenous drivers 
(i.e. GDP and population growth, supply price projections for matched 
agricultural commodities and the agricultural land use projections generated by 
IMPACT) are aggregated to match with the regional and sectoral aggregation 
structure of the GLOBE model. These time paths are passed to GLOBE and serve 
as inputs into the dynamic baseline calibration of the CGE model. Technically, the 
time paths for the parameters governing the growth rates of economy-wide labor-
augmenting technical progress and the activity-specific total factor productivity 
parameters for agricultural sectors are calibrated such that GDP growth and the 
matched agricultural producer prices by region in the dynamic GLOBE baseline 
exactly replicate the aggregated IMPACT baseline. 
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Along the same lines, the European Joint Research Centre (JRC) performs a one-
way linkage between the CGE model MAGNET (Woltjer and Kuiper, 2014) and 
the PE model AGLINK (Enciso et al., 2015) for the European Union (EU). Data 
from AGLINK projections on production change and trade balance evolvement 
over time is incorporated into MAGNET by adjusting by adjusting sectoral 
productivity, Armington elasticities, and technical change augmenting import of 
given commodities in the CGE model (Boulanger et al., 2016). The construction of 
the AGLINK projections not only involves market experts inside the European 
Commission but is also linked to a global medium-term market outlook organized 
jointly by the FAO and OECD, which draws on global Delphi processes among 
other things. The link between AGLINK and MAGNET thus provides an example 
how borrowing from a sectoral model implicitly transfers expert knowledge and 
detailed plausibility assessments into CGE baseline construction. 
Britz and Hertel (2011) and Pelikan et al. (2015) combine bottom-up the PE 
model CAPRI (Britz and Witzke, 2014) and the GTAP model in a comparative-
static analysis of policy shocks. Their approach is subsequently explored by 
Philipidis et al. (2017) in baseline generation. The approach can be understood as 
a meta-modeling exercise where the CGE model’s supply response is 
parameterized to replicate the aggregate behavior of the more detailed PE. It is an 
example of a more advanced one-way PE-CGE linking based on the integration of 
a response surface within the CGE model beyond simple point calibration.1 CAPRI 
disaggregates the EU to around 280 sub-national units with more details for crop 
and animal production compared to GTAP, including details on policy 
instruments such as coupled and decoupled payments, production quotas and set-
aside obligations. The parameters that govern the crop supply responses in the 
non-linear programming approach of CAPRI are econometrically estimated 
(Jansson and Heckelei, 2011). That characteristic, along with the more detailed 
depiction of production technology and policy instruments in CAPRI motivates 
the tuning of the CGE supply responses to those of the PE model. To ease the 
linking exercise, the authors replace the usual CES-based depiction of production 
decision in the CGE model with a revenue maximization approach employing a 
quadratic normalized functional form. The Hessian of that function is simulated 
based on price sensitivity instruments with the PE and afterwards introduced in 
the CGE model. The authors show that the aggregate supply responses to price 
shocks with the CGE and PE models are very close, but deviate considerably from 
the unchanged CGE model. This is a concrete illustration of the benefit of model 
linking. The final top-down step uses the CGE price changes from a policy 
experiment to shock the PE model to derive more detailed impacts for individual 
crops and sub-national regions, including environment indicators. The approach 
 
1 EPA (2008) performs similar advanced one-way linkage between the ADAGE CGE model 
and the FASOM-GHG PE model. 
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is interesting as it ensures consistency in the behavioral response between the PE 
and the CGE model without requiring a two-way linkage between the models 
while opening the door to spell out more sectoral detail and additional indicators 
based on a PE model.  
2.1.2 Examples of energy system linking  
In the field of energy models linked to CGE models, the approaches are similar 
to the ones discussed for agricultural PEs.  
OECD and the International Energy Agency (IEA) collaborate annually for the 
World Energy report. For this purpose a strategy of linking bottom-up ENV-
Linkages to the energy-oriented IEA World Energy Model (WEM) (IEA, 2018) has 
been developed by Chateau et al. (2014a). Despite large differences in the nature 
and functioning of the two models, ENV-Linkages is calibrated to reproduce all 
energy-related patterns from the World Energy Outlook (WEO) scenarios and then 
to derive economic implications of IEA scenarios in its CGE framework. While it 
is possible to have a two-way coupling by feeding back information from ENV-
Linkages to the WEM (by passing through GDP, energy prices and sectoral 
changes) this is rarely done.  
Calibration efforts when coupling WEM to ENV-Linkages are devoted to key 
trends in (i) energy consumption by fuel, sector and country; (ii) fossil-fuel supply 
by country; and (iii) changes in electricity generation mix by country. These energy 
trends are captured indirectly by adjusting some of the CGE model parameters to 
accurately reproduce the outcomes of the WEO scenarios. Firstly, the sectoral 
autonomous energy efficiency rates of improvement by fuels of ENV-Linkages are 
adjusted to fit IEA energy demand projections. In addition, technical progress 
experienced in sectors of fossil-fuel extraction are adjusted to fit IEA fossil fuel 
production, CES parameters of electricity are calibrated to reproduce IEA power 
mix, and household preferences parameters are adjusted to match projected 
transportation fuel and heating fuel demands.  
Similarly, the linking procedure between the CGE model TEA (Cunha et al., 
2020) and the COFFEE energy model (Rochedo, 2016; Rochedo et al., 2018) relies 
on harmonization of base year data and trends, including: (i) energy production 
and consumption (fossil fuel used in electricity generation, fuel plants’ energy 
consumption, and non-energy use); (ii) explicit technological representation of 
nuclear, hydro, wind, solar and biomass sources in TEA based on COFFEE 
parameters and data; (iii) implementation of autonomous energy efficiency 
improvement (AEEI) in TEA compatible with COFFEE assumptions; (iv) share of 
power generation and energy trends in TEA based on information from COFFEE; 
and (v) GHG emissions (CO2, CH4 and N2O) in TEA based on data and projections 
from COFFEE. Data for electricity generation (in energy physical units) and 
production factors (capital, labor, services, resources, fuel and land) are inputted 
into TEA to explicitly represent nuclear, hydro, wind, solar and biomass 
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technologies. The production functions of these technologies are being changed 
from CES to Leontief structures such that the simulated energy mix from COFFEE 
fully drives the TEA energy coefficients. The power generation branch has fixed 
input proportions and the penetration of different technologies is determined by 
the COFFEE model. 
A different approach is used by the JRC. They apply a procedure used to 
generate baselines for the JRC-GEM-E3 (Capros et al., 2013) model called 
PIRAMID (Platform to Integrate, Reconcile and Align Model-based Input-output 
Data): they first create input-output tables for future periods that reproduce 
outcomes from the PE energy models POLES-JRC (Després et al., 2018) and 
PRIMES (E3MLab, 2014) and then calibrate JRC-GEM-E3 to these input-output 
tables (Rey Los Santos et al., 2018). This approach maps the energy model balances 
across fuels, sectors and regions (in volumes) to the CGE model structure to create 
a similar energy balance in JRC-GEM-E3. The energy balances are converted to 
monetary terms (in values) using the energy prices from the PE energy models. 
Finally, these elements become part of input-output tables that the PIRAMID 
procedure produces. In essence, PIRAMID rebalances the input-output tables, 
taking the energy balance as a constraint. The energy use from the PE models can 
thus be directly reflected in the CGE model. This means that it goes beyond linking 
an energy model with a CGE model, as it also allows other exogenous assumptions 
(e.g. final demand structure, consumption of particular goods) to be reflected in 
the baseline. Although the creation of input-output tables with PIRAMID is to 
some extent model dependent, in principle the tables could be used by any other 
CGE model.  
In addition, there are approaches where detailed country-based information is 
included into CGE models. Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) 
uses two CGE models for policy analysis: an international multisector multi-
regional CGE model (EC-MSMR) (ECCC, 2011) and a Canadian provincial CGE 
model (EC-PRO) (ECCC, 2018). To generate the integrated energy, emissions and 
economy baseline for its CGE models, ECCC first generates a long-term projection 
(i.e., either to 2030 or 2050 or beyond) using ECCC’s Energy, Emissions and 
Economy Model for Canada (E3MC) (ECCC, 2011). A two-step procedure is 
followed for linking the baseline with the E3MC projection. First, a consistency 
check is conducted in benchmark input-output data and those in the E3MC 
energy, emissions and economic data. A recalibration exercise to minimize the 
differences in the energy flows in the E3MC data and those in the input-output 
table is undertaken. At the second step a forward projection routine is employed 
using GDP, population, energy flows and energy efficiency improvements (Zhu et 
al., 2018). The details are described in the oil and gas section of Faehn et al. (this 
issue). 
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2.1.3 Examples of macroeconomic linking  
Finally, CGE models are sometimes linked to macroeconomic models to 
replicate growth paths of conditional convergence. The Centre d’Etudes 
Prospectives et d’Informations Internationnales (CEPII), OECD and Potsdam 
Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK) all maintain both growth models and 
CGE models. Macroeconomic models provide a set of consistent macroeconomic 
projections for individual countries: investment and savings projections are 
determined jointly with GDP projections in such a way that at the global level 
current accounts are balanced. These one-sector growth models are generally not 
used for any policy purpose and by such rely on very simple and comprehensible 
economic relationships that make projections transparent to the users. These 
models are augmented Solow growth models, where a central piece is the notion 
of conditional convergence for individual drivers of the potential output (e.g. total 
factor productivity, human capital). The projections of GDP, investment and trade 
balances from macroeconomic models are aggregated across regions and are 
imposed on CGE models during the calibration of the baseline scenarios. These 
GDP projections are then endogenized in the CGE model to allow assessment of 
the impacts of alternative scenarios. Thus, the exogenous parameters in the CGE 
model, for example, productivity changes, are adjusted in the calibration process 
to mimic the macroeconomic growth paths from macroeconomic models. The two 
models are thus mutually consistent.  
CEPII for example links the CGE model MIRAGE-e to the macro model MaGE 
that projects growth scenarios for 147 countries to 2050 (Fouré et al., 2013). This is 
done by aligning several variables between the two models that determine the 
macroeconomic projections and also play a significant role in CGE model. The link 
between the models is one-way from the macro to the CGE model but consistency 
is maintained in the sense that the CGE (MIRAGE-e) baseline trajectory is based 
on the output from the macroeconomic model MaGE (i.e. GDP, education, labor 
force, savings rate, current account, and energy efficiency) and both models share 
the same exogenous sources for population growth and energy prices (Fontagne 
et al., 2013).  
The OECD proceeds in a similar way linking the ENV-Linkages model to the 
ENV-Growth model that projects 230 individual countries’ growth paths up to 
2060 (see Annex in OECD, 2019). The ENV-Growth model differs from the MaGE 
model in three aspects: first the saving-investment behavior slightly differs across 
the two models, secondly the law of motion of total factor productivity is not 
exactly estimated in the same way, and lastly the OECD model also encompasses 
some projection of natural resource rents for crude oil and natural gas as part of 
the projections of GDP for main fossil fuel exporters countries. Details on 
macroeconomic drivers are discussed in Fouré et al. (this issue).  
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2.2 Two-way linkage 
The two-way linking approaches reviewed for generating global CGE baselines 
are based on the iterative or sequential calibration methods which consist of 
repeatedly interchanging certain variables between models until mutual 
consistency is achieved. At the same time, mutual consistency implies that 
responses of model variables to certain shocks are comparable. In CGE models like 
GTAP this is usually obtained by adjusting shifting-parameters (e.g. for technical 
change) (Jansson et al., 2009). Furthermore, if the interest is in the results of key 
variables in all models involved in the linking rather than on the “receiving” 
model alone, a two-way link is preferable over a one-way link. For example, one 
might be interested in combining detailed information on land use from a 
biophysical model with production and trade values from an economic oriented 
CGE model. In this case, a two-way link allows consistent reporting on production 
and trade values (CGE) along with detailed land use variables (biophysical model) 
within a baseline and for further scenario analysis.      
2.2.1 Examples of agriculture and food system linking  
In Wolf et al. (2016), a two-way linking approach is applied for the three models 
MAGNET (CGE), AGMEMOD (agricultural PE model of the EU, Chantreuil et al., 
2012; Salamon et al., 2017) and GLOBIOM (global agricultural PE model with 
biophysical underpinnings, Havlik et al., 2014). They aim at a baseline with agri-
food sector and land use detail, for instance for yield developments under 
consideration of biophysical aspects, factor movements between agricultural and 
non-agricultural sectors, considering in detail agricultural policies. The baseline 
generation iteratively links all models in the following sequence. Yield and land 
use changes from the global GLOBIOM model, which also models agricultural 
land expansion, are fed to AGMEMOD, a recursive-dynamic model with national 
resolution. Next, a MAGNET run takes production changes from AGMEMOD into 
account. Afterwards, information on changes in trade flows from MAGNET are 
incorporated into GLOBIOM. Finally, AGMEMOD re-runs with updated yield 
and land use changes from GLOBIOM and trade flows from MAGNET. This 
iterative process is repeated until convergence. 
The MAGNET model is also combined with the LandSHIFT (Schaldach et al. 
2011) and BENSIM (bioenergy PE model, Millinger et al., 2017) in an application 
to Germany as described in Thrän et al. (2016). This two-way coupling involves 
one feedback loop between MAGNET and LandSHIFT where production from 
MAGNET enters LandSHIFT and yields from LandSHIFT enters MAGNET until 
cropland area between both models converges. In a second feedback loop, prices 
from MAGNET enter BENSIM and biofuel supply from BENSIM enters MAGNET 
until prices between the models converge.   
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The FAO runs a two-way linking approach using point calibration of multiple 
parameters where ENVISAGE, a global CGE model (van der Mensbrugghe, 2013), 
is used complementary to the GAPS model (agricultural and food PE model, FAO 
2017, Annex III). ENVISAGE is used 1) to inform data in GAPS to ensure that the 
size of the agricultural sector is consistent with the evolution of the economy 
(namely the assumed GDP) and the emissions of all economic activities as per 
representative concentration pathway (RCP) underlying each scenario and the 
allocation of the emissions to economic sectors as per the scenario narratives of the 
report, and 2) inform variables such as employment in agriculture and relative size 
of agriculture in the economy, which cannot be obtained by the GAPS model only. 
ENVISAGE is conditioned to the GAPS agricultural productivity, agricultural 
output and emissions from crops and livestock per scenario as well as to the GDP 
and population used in the GAPS projections and to the RCP-specific emission 
ranges. Specific adjustments in ENVISAGE were developed when checking the 
results against the scenario narratives, especially looking at capital accounts, 
investment to GDP ratios, energy efficiency and food preferences (the latter again 
to reflect the GAPS results on food [caloric] intake and consumer theory on food 
expenditure). However, definition incompatibilities between the data used in 
GAPS on agro-food commodities and ENVISAGE (that is between FAOSTAT’s 
commodity balance sheets and the GTAP commodities) did not allow more 
systematic linkage of the two models (FAO, 2017). 
In a recent OECD (2017) report, the OECD ENV-Linkages has also been coupled 
with the IMAGE model (Stehfest et al., 2014) hosted by the Netherland’s 
Environmental Agency (PBL). Compared with the linking approach between 
ENV-Linkages and IMPACT (one-way coupling), the coupling is more integrated 
because ENV-Linkages first runs its baseline and then transmits to IMAGE the 
projections of agricultural output by crop and region as well as macroeconomic 
projections ones. Then IMAGE calculates changes in crops’ yields and land use 
because of various shortages in water availability (or in response to some policy 
scenario) and these are fed back to ENV-Linkages as exogenous shocks on land 
efficiency and change of management practices in agricultural production. 
To integrate climate change induced yield changes into a CGE baseline 
construction, a two-way linkage between the crop growth model PROMET 
(Mauser and Bach 2009), and the CGE model DART-BIO (Calzadilla et al., 2016) 
has been developed. As explained in detail in Mauser et al. (2015), agro-ecological 
potential yields (by PROMET), harvested areas, and crops’ marginal profitability 
to land (both by DART-BIO) determine an agro-economic potential yield in an 
iterative approach. The background is as follows. The crop growth model 
simulates potential yields under different climate scenarios for 18 crops and 
246,000 randomly chosen sample locations. Many such locations are found in each 
agro-ecological zone (AEZ), which is the level of disaggregation used as the land 
use simulation unit of DART-BIO. To take into account that land allocation to 
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crops changes under climate change in the crop growth model and to aggregate 
information on yields per crop for the sample location to 23 world regions and 
AEZs (used in DART-BIO), an iteration process is followed. Using the first 
derivative of crops to land, a function for the marginal productivity to land is 
derived. Along these functions, for 10 crop aggregates harvested areas per crop 
are reallocated assuming that marginal profits (taking into account potential yields 
by PROMET in tons per hectare) are highest for the first cultivated hectare of a 
crop since its production can take place at the most suitable location for the 
considered crop within a selected AEZ and region. Results are potential yields for 
10 crop aggregates. To implement climate change into a baseline, potential agro-
economic yields for two climate periods (1981-2010 and 2011-2040) are simulated, 
their relation is used as a shifter to the crop production functions of DART-BIO. 
Afterwards, the iterations between PROMET and DART-BIO are repeated until all 
land use and marginal profits converge (for details see Delzeit et al., 2018).  
2.2.2 Examples of energy system linking  
Two-way linkages to create consistency between energy PE models and CGE 
models seem to be implemented less often, at least for global models (see Krook-
Riekkola et al., 2017 and Helgesen et al., 2018 for national examples). One example 
at global scale is Waisman et al. (2012). In the IMACLIM-R model, the two-way 
linkage between CGE and PE modules is sequential in time. At each annual time 
step, the PE modules for energy and transport sectors update their detailed supply 
projections based on input prices, mainly for energy, and sectoral  demands 
(electricity, transport services, etc.) from the last CGE solution. To do so, the PE 
model defines first a projection of future demand under adaptive but imperfect 
expectations. From there, it computes the required incremental production 
capacities and their technological content. Finally, total updated production 
capacity is passed to the next year in the CGE model (i.e. capital stock and technical 
coefficients). The CGE model is then run with Leontief production functions with 
possible adjustment of the rate of utilization of installed capacities. As the linking 
is sequential in time, the demand projected under imperfect expectations by the 
PE model in a year will somewhat deviate from demand simulated by the CGE 
model. But the adaptive expectations in PE models guarantee the convergence in 
trend. 
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3. Methodological challenges  
To pass information between models, models should start with a consistent 
baseline for the analysis. However, there are challenges to make baselines 
consistent when the different models use different modeling concepts or use 
variables that are inconsistent between the two models. Sometimes the distinction 
between model scope, boundary, and aggregation is blurred. In addition, there are 
practical issues that might hamper implementation, particularly when creating a 
consistent baseline. These aspects are discussed in some detail in the following 
sub-sections. 
3.1 Differences in model scope, model boundaries and model concepts  
Linking model aims at exploiting their complementary strengths but needs to 
deal with differences in model scope and resolution as well as modeling concepts 
and related underlying (implicit) assumptions. Best-practice linkage approaches 
aim at minimal differences in endogenous variables simulated by both the CGE 
and sectoral models and at harmonized exogenous assumptions driving the linked 
models, a point addressed later in more detail. 
The more detailed PE models treat prices as exogenous that are endogenous to 
CGE models. This involves often primary factors and intermediates used in the 
production of goods on which the PE models focus. That motivates the use of a 
sequential top-down link from the CGE to the PE model as a recommendable 
practice where CGE price changes are passed to the PE model to increase 
coherence in baseline construction. In the opposite bottom-up direction, input 
demand changes from the sectors covered by the PE model should be made 
consistent to those simulated in the CGE model. Convergence in such two-way 
linkages involving input markets can be improved if the PE model does not treat 
input prices as fixed but instead uses an input supply function, which is 
parameterized to match the CGE model’s behavior. That is especially relevant in 
soft linking without iterative exchange of results between time points as it helps 
to reduce differences. 
Other drivers of the PE model should also be consistent with the baseline 
developed in the CGE model. Two cases can be differentiated here. The first one 
relates to drivers that are endogenous in the CGE model such as income or input 
prices, but exogenous in the PE model. That case was already discussed above. 
Secondly, it refers to drivers exogenous to both models of which some might even 
not be considered or treated as fixed at benchmark levels in specific models.  
The calibration process of the ENV-Linkages baseline illustrates this point. The 
aim is to (1) reproduce IEA energy projections with the same underlying 
projections of economic activity (at least for energy-intensive activities) and (2) 
also implement the same energy policy reforms that IEA designed in its scenarios. 
If these drivers of energy demands were not aligned between the two models then 
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the adjusted parameters mentioned before, like autonomous energy efficiency 
improvements by sectors, would be wrongly adjusted and any future policy 
experiment with the CGE model could be wrong. In other words: the baseline 
could be approximatively similar between the two models but some trends would 
be inadequate in the CGE model2. 
The different foci of a specialized PE vs. a CGE vs. a macroeconomic model will 
mean that each modeling team will scrutinize certain outcomes far more than 
others. Having domain experts collaborate with CGE modeling teams can be 
extremely beneficial as sector-specific results receive greater scrutiny and insights 
from teams with sectoral expertise. However, that will also likely mean more 
iterations in refining results in baseline construction. Equally, the involved 
modelers or sectoral experts will probably differ in their assessment of plausible 
or likely developments, both exogenous and simulated, which can also slow down 
completion of modeling efforts.  
Different classes of models might also use differing behavioral assumptions. 
Some agricultural models for example explicitly consider production and market 
risk in supply behavior. However, the resulting risk premium as a difference 
between marginal production costs and producer prices is absent when cost-
minimization is assumed in a CGE model. This provides a challenge  when 
aligning the supply response of the CGE model to PE results in a linking exercise. 
CGE baseline construction can benefit from the more explicit representation of 
policy instruments in specialized PE models. For example, in the agricultural 
modeling context, risk-based instruments in the United States or the decoupling 
of farm support from production decisions might be hard to integrate in a CGE 
model. Similarly, complex tariff instruments, including quotas and tariffs 
differentiated by season and non-tariff measures might be explicitly considered in 
PEs. In some of cases, PE results could be used to derive ad-valorem equivalents 
which can be passed bottom-up to the CGE analysis. In other cases, shifters in the 
CGE model can be applied to align its response to changes in more complex policy 
instruments to the PE model. However, these differences in representing policies 
are clearly also a further cause for inconsistencies. 
 Furthermore, different functional forms or parametrizations imply 
inconsistencies (e.g. Schäfer and Jacoby, 2005). Some of these issues can be 
addressed, as discussed in the best practices developed in Section 4. 
 
 
2 The one-way linkage calibration of the OECD ENV-Linkages energy system to the IEA-
WEM model also take into accounts IEA information about energy efficiency investments, 
and the corresponding energy savings technologies in various sectors. For sake of 
simplicity this procedure is not described here; for more information please see the original 
paper Chateau et al. (2014a). 
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3.2. Differences in data aggregation and data definition 
In addition to differences in model scope and boundaries, differences in data 
definition or aggregation are methodological challenges in linking models. In this 
sub-section, we refer to overlapping variables that are present in both models and 
will serve as the connector to link models. A frequent challenge that arises is that 
the same variable is defined differently in the models being linked, because of 
different underlying data sources or different modeling concepts. Generally, 
harmonization of such variables is difficult. We provide some examples where 
differences in variable definitions or conventions commonly appear in model 
linkages. 
First, gaps can exist between the linked models about variable definitions in 
terms of aggregation and coverage. Differences can first occur in regional coverage 
between the models, for example, when aggregate regions are defined differently. 
Second, there are usually differences regarding how goods and sectors are defined 
in PE and CGE models. For instance, the aggregation of energy goods in the GTAP 
database differs from those of energy models. To give three examples, in the GTAP 
database: i) the petroleum and coal products sector includes both solid- (coke) and 
liquid-based (oil) products whereas energy models usually distinguish between 
the two – additionally, coke and oil products have different emission factors; ii) a 
single sector includes both electricity and heat production whereas energy models 
usually distinguish between the two; and iii) there are two gas sectors (extraction 
and distribution) whereas energy models do not make this distinction. The gap in 
variable definition can also be about end-use demand for energy and agricultural 
commodities. For instance, in PE agricultural models, total final demand for 
agricultural products is a single variable for a given commodity, whereas CGE 
models distinguishes between final consumption from households and 
intermediary consumption of agricultural products from food processing sectors, 
following the standard economic accounting of final vs. intermediary 
consumption. Similar differences can appear for final energy consumption where 
CGE models distinguish between household energy consumption (for housing or 
own transport services) and intermediary consumption of different productive 
sectors (e.g., industry and transport service sectors). 
A second challenge relates to the different accounting approaches of variables 
that   measure the same phenomenon, but are expressed in different units in the 
linked models. For instance, most agricultural PE models implement the concept 
of primary product equivalents underlying the commodity balances of FAOSTAT. 
Final demand of processed products - such as bread - is expressed based on 
conversion factors in weight of the main agricultural primary commodity. That 
accounting scheme does not fit well to the description of value chains and volumes 
via input-output coefficients as found in CGE models. More fundamentally, PE 
models are often based on physical accounting of energy or agricultural flows, 
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whereas CGE models rely on economic accounting. Thus, energy PE models 
account for energy flows in physical units (e.g., million tons), whereas CGE models 
accounts for the same flows in value terms calibrated on national accounts. 
Although this is usually done for practical reasons and the choice of quantities in 
either physical units or in base year dollars, conversion rules have thus to be 
implemented between the linked models (Krook-Riekkola et al., 2017). Using 
functions that preserve value but not quantity like CES functions in the CGE model 
can be an additional difficulty to the task. In practice, a mismatch between physical 
and economic accounting appears when different "qualities" (and hence different 
prices) of energy or other goods are aggregated within a single economic sector. 
For example, in the GTAP framework, both heat and electricity are aggregated in 
the "ely" sector whereas energy models distinguish heat and electricity physical 
flows. Yet, electricity is much more valuable than heat in economic terms and 
hence reaches a higher price per kilowatt hour. Therefore, a gap can appear in 
practice about the evaluation of “ely” consumption across end-uses, whether it is 
based on energy accounting or economic accounting derived from an average 
price index. Physical flows may not be proportional to economic “volumes” in the 
CGE model. This difficulty also applies to different refined products in an 
aggregated refined products sector. This is also an issue for agricultural modeling 
when counting tons or calories vs. value flows.  
A specific problem when linking CGE with biophysical models is to identify 
and then take into account the difference between physical areas and harvested 
areas. The underlying database in CGE models using the GTAP database are 
harvested areas by crop. These areas include multiple cropping. Plant growth 
models run on physical areas such that a multiplier needs to be added once 
information on areas is exchanged.  
A third type of challenge appears when the same variables are calibrated or 
conceived differently in the linked models and thus are already initially 
inconsistent. For instance, price variables can be highly inconsistent between 
models for a range of reasons. In some cases when the definition/calibration of 
baseline trade and transport margins are significantly different, it results in very 
different gaps between producer and consumer prices (e.g., IMPACT and GLOBE 
models). Other price inconsistencies come from the fact that CGE models usually 
rely on uniform prices of, for example, energy commodities across consumers 
(outside taxes and transport/commercial margins), whereas PE models account 
for sector-specific consumer prices (e.g., differentiated gas and electricity prices 
for households and industries).  
Because of the differences in representations between PE and CGE models, 
harmonizing the specifications of technologies may entail specific difficulties. 
Most importantly, modeling the evolution of technology efficiencies in baselines 
poses a challenge. For instance, the production of electricity with different 
technologies is typically expressed differently in CGE and PE models. An energy 
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PE model will rely on thermodynamic efficiency (1 million tons of coal is 
transformed into a given amount of kilowatt hour of electricity). In contrast, in a 
CGE model, economic accounting will translate how one monetary unit of 
electricity requires a given economic amount to be produced, although the use of 
additional data in calibration can remedy this problem. Harmonization becomes 
even more complex when looking at other inputs like capital, which is represented 
as a fixed cost in a PE model and discounted at a given rate, while it is a more fluid 
factor input in CGE models, remunerated at a rate that results from the capital 
market. 
3.3. Implementation issues 
Further challenges that might impede model linking are of a practical nature. 
Models written in different software platforms might make it more cumbersome 
to run on the same computing environment or exchange information in data 
formats tailored to specific modeling software. Exchanging information between 
models is especially challenging in two-way linkages. Repeatedly interchanging 
variables between models with different characteristics (e.g. different software or 
data formats) is technically challenging, time consuming and error prone. Doing 
this in a largely automated way however is not always a solution. When the 
reactions to changes in the update process do not fulfill certain mathematical 
stability requirements, convergence may not be achieved (Jansson et al., 2009). 
Furthermore, when coupling models using two-way linking, the convergence is 
frequently assessed based on one or some variable endogenous to the models, 
only. 
Running models from different teams on a single infrastructure might raise 
fears on model ownership. Running the models by different teams will increase 
the effort required to send intermediate data between models. With a trend toward 
more open-source modeling tools, this issue might become less relevant over time.  
The implementation strategy can further influence the outcome. Soft-linking 
approaches are often implemented using ad hoc approaches rather than a 
systematic framework. Therefore, the variables that are linked can vary 
considerably depending on prejudices of the model scenario in question (i.e. the 
scenario design or type of shocks) (M’Barek et al., 2017). 
4. Best practices in current models and suggestions for the future 
The frequent use of model linkage suggests that CGE modelers expect benefits 
from model linkage. We found that inconsistencies can however challenge these 
benefits which motivates us to thrive for greater consistency in the data being used 
within linked models and to implement relatively advanced two-way linkages. 
However, the development and maintenance of sophisticated modeling systems 
that often involve multiple institutions will also tend to be more resource-
intensive. Thus, it is important to consider the tradeoffs associated with 
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incorporating more data and models through linkages within a broader modeling 
system then defining best practice cases.  
Inconsistencies can question potential improvements from linking but need to 
be compared with not linking. Especially if the CGE model does not consider an 
important driver at all, such as impacts of climate change on agricultural yields, 
inconsistencies might be accepted in order to integrate the driver in the CGE 
baseline construction.  
Both types of linking require consistent data. Harmonization of baselines across 
models as started in AgMIP (von Lampe et al., 2014) helps to set up standards and 
increase comparability across models. Such model comparison exercises have also 
elaborated harmonized formats for comparing model results across the CGE and 
PE models participating in these efforts. Careful attention to harmonization of 
inputs and outputs and ensuring data consistency is valuable not only for 
comparing across models, but for individual modeling teams utilizing multiple 
linked models. Several modeling teams have put efforts in creating consistent 
databases for the models to be linked, the JRC being one example with the 
PIRAMID approach (Wojtowicz et al., 2019). Likewise, best practice in case of 
consistency in baseline pathways implies that models involved in linking start 
from the same consistent baseline or calibrate to the same pathways generated 
with other models, for instance, macroeconomic and population projections (e.g. 
FAO, 2017). 
Best practices depend on the modeling objective:  one-way linking is sufficient 
if the focus is on an economy-wide picture based on given sectoral 
pathways/constraints. Two-way linking is a better choice if modelers seek a 
broader PE/CGE consistent picture with multiple dimensions. To support this 
choice, we identified a best practice example, the linking of ENV-Linkages and 
IMAGE: a two-way linking is only performed if the global feedback effect of a one-
way link on the parameter that is passed from one model to the other is larger than 
1% and not large on regional levels either. 
In most one-way linking approaches, linkages are simply calibration exercises 
with little effort to make responses between models more similar. A best practice 
example for one-way linking is the link developed by Pelikan et al. (2015) to render 
the behavioral responses between a PE and CGE model consistent. By using a 
response-surface approach instead of simple point calibration, the authors move 
towards harmonized model behavior to decrease divergence in overlapping 
endogenous variables. This application for a policy shock can be applied to 
baseline generation.  
Advanced two-way linking promises the most consistency but also requires the 
most effort to develop and maintain. Substantial investments of resources and 
close collaboration are preconditions for more advanced two-way linking 
approaches. Aiming to implement the impact of climate change on crop yields, the 
linking approach developed by Mauser et al. (2015) is a good example, because it 
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takes into account changing land allocation to crops over time because of changing 
cropping decisions of farmers, food consumption behavior, climate change or 
technological progress. Reflecting economic behavior in land allocation overcomes 
the important drawback of crop models that keep cropped areas constant over 
time when simulating yields. In the case of energy PE models and CGE modes, 
two-way linkages seem to be implemented less often, at least for global models. 
Here the approach followed by Krook-Riekkola et al. (2017) using national models, 
shows that this is a useful exercise and can improve the energy projections in 
baselines. It could be promising future research to implement this approach into 
global models.  
Another challenge for model linking is different opinions of involved modelers 
in their assessment of plausible or likely developments. A best practice approach 
is performed in the development of the AGLINK baseline (used in Boulanger et al. 
2016) where Delphi panels or agreements on who checks what, combined with 
clear timelines agreed beforehand, ensure convergence and avoid conflict 
escalation to a point where cooperation collapses.  
There remain important questions related to how rigorously linkages must be 
implemented for them to improve model results. Is linking to a PE model that 
relies on data and parameters that are not entirely consistent with the CGE model 
better than not linking at all? At what point are models consistent enough to reflect 
key interactions in a reasonable way? How much do differences in methods used 
for model linkages account for variation in outputs across different CGE models? 
Are there patterns in the way that models are likely to respond to a given policy 
shock based on the methods used for their linkages? Would the same model 
provide substantially different results if the model linkage were implemented in a 
different way? Which linkages are most important for accurate depiction of key 
outcomes? How large must interactions be for models with more sophisticated 
linkages to provide substantially different answers? The answers to many of these 
questions will depend on the research or policy questions being addressed but are 
important to consider more broadly when generating baselines.  
Modeling comparison activities, possibly conducted within existing initiatives 
that focus on specific topics (e.g. AgMIP on food and agriculture, EMF on energy) 
could test different linking approaches within individual models as well as across 
models. For instance, ad hoc rules for maximum feedback effects in one-way 
linking approaches could be tested across modeling teams. Furthermore, 
differences between stand-alone and combined solutions should be reported and 
the choices made in model linking should be motivated clearly in future research. 
This allows not only systematic comparison of different outcomes, but also 
assessment of linking approaches with respect to efficiency measures evaluating 
resources required for model development and application vs improvement in 
results. In the literature we see a first approach by linking MAGNET to different 
PEs in various ways (see Table 1). 
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We did not discover low-hanging fruits in model linking because these efforts 
come along with substantial investments in time and/or human resources. Only 
teams with sufficient personnel are able to do so. Thus, it is important for research 
funding agencies (as well as researchers themselves) to have a greater 
understanding of the extent to which resources devoted to increasing the quantity 
and quality of model linkages are likely to result in better baseline characterization 
and improved insights from model results. In areas where such model 
enhancements offer substantial improvements, research funding agencies should 
enable (more) funding measures across research groups regardless of the country 
where they are based to encourage more inter-institutional and international 
cooperation among research groups best-suited to specific components of more 
comprehensive modeling systems. 
This relates to the fact, that there are often institutional reasons for selecting 
specific models for linking. We believe that there could be significant 
improvements in linking if the model choice was based on structural and no 
institutional reasons.    
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Appendix 
Some modeling teams use country-specific information to feed their CGE 
model. In the United States, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has used 
soft linkages between ADAGE (Ross, 2009) and partial equilibrium models such 
as FASOM-GHG (Beach et al., 2010) and IPM to assess economy-wide 
environmental legislation. FASOM-GHG is a detailed PE model of the U.S. forest 
and agricultural sector that was used to simulate carbon offset supply curves that 
were then used within ADAGE for carbon policy analyses. Key ADAGE outputs 
such as CO2 allowance prices and percentage change in energy demand under a 
variety of policy scenarios were passed to IPM, which then simulated detailed 
changes in energy supply, fuel use, and emissions based on those aggregate 
impacts from ADAGE (EPA, 2008). There is ongoing work to link additional global 
and national PE models of the agricultural, energy, and transportation sectors to 
ADAGE in support of analyses at multiple scales. In another study, FASOM-GHG 
was used to simulate potential changes in agricultural productivity and 
production under alternative climate change scenarios and the model outputs 
were used to provide aggregate agricultural productivity impacts as an input to 
ADAGE to explore interactions between the agricultural under climate change and 
the rest of the economy (Ross et al., 2009).  
Though not used for baseline calibration but for an analysis of a policy, an 
interesting approach is to link CGE and farm models. In Louhichi and Valin (2012), 
a soft modeling linkage between the MIRAGE-BIOF CGE and a French farm 
model, ASMMA (sampling 2,534 representative farms), projects a baseline from 
2006 to 2020 to test the impact of biofuel policies. The supply side of the CGE is 
recalibrated to fit the supply response functions of the farm model and ensure 
consistent model responses. Price outputs from the recalibrated CGE model were 
fed as input to the ASMMA farm model to derive the impacts on representative 
farms in France on an extended set of indicators, including farm income and 
pesticide applications. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
